
ASSESSING WRITING ASSIGNMENTS

Good assessment practices start with a pedagogically sound assignment description and learning goals for the writing
task at hand. The type of feedback given.

Might focus on helping student develop a particular writing project, from one draft to next. Perhaps certain
patterns of grammar or moments where the essay takes a sudden, unexpected turn. It was overwhelming for
me and probably for my students as well. There are several ways to assess writing. The form and structure is
poorly chosen or poorly executed. At various points in the assessment process, teachers usually take on
different roles such as motivator, collaborator, critic, evaluator, etc. Suggestions for Assessing Student Writing
Be sure to know what you want students to be able to do and why. The piece incorporates other voices, drawn
from at least two kinds of research, but in a generally forced or awkward way. Complete your rating sheet or
rubric, and, if necessary, write a summary comment. For each trait, there's a scale with descriptors for scoring.
It shows strong audience awareness, and usually engages readers. Make marginal notations, if necessary, as
you read the drafts a second time. Assessment of student writing is a process. Source: Horvath, Brooke K. The
form and structure are appropriate for the audience s and purpose s of the piece, though the organization may
not be tight in a couple places. This practice not only lightens your load but, more importantly, makes your
students better writers. This peer editing can help students learn about parts of their writing that was unclear,
discover which parts an audience found exciting, and get some suggestions for other things to add. Reread
them, this time assessing them using the traits of effective writing. Summative Writing Assessment Don't feel
the need to grade everything that students write. Drafts - at least two beyond the initial drafts - show extensive,
effective revision. These can be written with students as a means of helping them see and articulate the goals a
given project. Drafts - at least two beyond the initial draft - show extensive, effective revision. Not only does
directing students to existing resources save me a ton of time, it also allows students to get far better
explanations often with associated examples and exercises and gets them accessing and utilizing resources that
can help them throughout their career. Though it may seem counterintuitive, reading student drafts tends to
save time in the long run because it allows you to make early interventions that can range from minor
suggestions to recommending they focus on a different topic. Do not burden students with excessive feedback.
How can you help students meet these learning goals? You can give a score based on whether students
produce a quantity of such material, but you should not do a full-trait evaluation on it. Students need to be able
to write to learn new concepts and to gain fluency rather than worrying about every sentence, word, and
comma. Instead of acting as an editor, suggest options or open-ended alternatives the student can choose for
their revision path. Items on the rubric range from state-mandated writing standards to individual items
specific to an assignment. It's often helpful to provide students with a basic checklist to use as they review
their work. Begin designing writing assignments with your learning goals and methods of assessment in mind.
For commercial use, please contact info readingrockets. This can make teaching and grading writing a
daunting task, but this should not deter you from making writing a significant part of your class as it is an
excellent tool for teaching and learning within your classroom. What methods of assessment will allow you to
see that students have accomplished these goals portfolio assessment assigning multiple drafts, rubric, etc? Try
to choose one or two things to focus on when responding to a draft. This gives students something actionable
to focus on in their next writing assignment where you or another instructor can focus on other things and
prevents both you and them from drowning in a sea of red ink. This student checklist is based on the 6-Trait
writing. Narrative rubrics and chart rubrics are the two most common forms. Check In: I am amazed every
semester by how different my students are. You can find him on Twitter at BradyKrien. What will distinguish
the strongest projects from the weakest? Then it occurred to me that I could simply refer students to resources
like the Purdue Online Writing Lab OWL when I noticed that they were consistently struggling with
something like verb tense or articles. The type of feedback given on any task should depend on the learning
goals you have for students and the purpose of the assignment.


